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Health Information

Cinema

Safe Practices 
If you have light-sensitive eyes, known vision problems, or other known medical conditions that 
may cause strain on your eyes, please consult your optometrist or closest medical advisor to 
ensure that this headset cannot cause you vision damage. 

Light Sensitivity 
Mobile entertainment headsets use magnification lenses to function. Do not use this headset if 
your eyes have recently been resting. Additionally, do not use this headset if you have just 
woken from sleep. After sleeping, your eyes may be more sensitive, and it is necessary to wait at 
least five to ten minutes until your eyes adjust from sleep. Using this headset directly after 
waking up may cause overstimulation of the eye, and it may temporarily cause watering or 
discomfort in your eyes. 

Brightness 
If your device screen brightness is too high, it may cause strain or discomfort to your eyes. 
Please make sure to adjust the brightness on your device before putting your device in the 
headset. It is recommended to keep your brightness on the lowest setting when first trying out 
the headset. Remember to adjust your brightness each time before using the headset. Make 
sure to test out different screen brightness levels by changing your brightness and taking the 
headset on and off. 

Epilepsy 
If you have any known neurological disorders relating to epilepsy or seizures, it is recommended 
to talk to your neurologist or other medical professional before using Playr Cinema. There are no 
known major risks held within the Playr Cinema experience for flashing or rapid imagery. 
However, Playr Cinema has many sources of external content, which could potentially contain 
flashing or rapid imagery. Please use caution when choosing video or web content within Playr 
Cinema. The only known minor risk with flashing or rapid imagery being produced within Playr 
Cinema is on the home screen outside of the Playr Cinema experience. It is recommended to 
take the headset off as soon as exiting the Cinema experience if you want to avoid any potential 
issues. 
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Glasses 
The Playr Cinema Headset and the Tzumi DreamVision headset are both tested and 
compatible with most types of eyeglasses and contact lenses. Wear your eyeglasses normally, 
and place the headset carefully on your head to cover your eyes and glasses. 

Radio Interference 
When wearing your mobile device in a headset, it is recommended to avoid unnecessary 
radio interference. Current research suggests using this headset offline, with WiFi, or 
Bluetooth® poses minimal or no known risk to your health. However, it is recommended to 
turn off 4G, 5G, or other cellular data services if they are not necessary for the content you 
are viewing. Long term, head exposure to high-frequency cellular data services may pose a 
small radiation risk. It is safe to use Playr Cinema with cellular data services, but due to limited 
medical research, it is recommended not to use this headset along with high-frequency 
cellular data for more than one hour.


